Consumer Reviewer Giveaways
The BookishFirst giveaway platform allows you to reach consumer
reviewers directly to start early buzz, boost reviews on pub date, and
learn more about your audience.
Readers are highly incentivized with points to submit full
reviews—averaging 93% review rate!
We provide a full-service campaign, including all administration and
promotion of the raﬄe. The publisher just supplies the book cover,

Readers enter a raﬄe to win 1
of 100 books, galleys, ebooks,
or audiobooks by writing
blurbs based on excerpts.

excerpt, and promise to mail the full book to the raﬄe winners. We
handle everything else!
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All you need to know is. . . I’m here to divide and conquer. Like all great tyrants
do. —Aces
When two Niveus Private Academy students, Devon Richards and Chiamaka
Adebayo, are selected to be part of the elite school’s senior class prefects, it
looks like their year is off to an amazing start. After all, not only does it look
great on college applications, but it ofﬁcially puts each of them in the
running for valedictorian, too.

Gossip Girl meets Get Out in
this heart-pounding, highoctane debut thriller.

Shortly after the announcement is made, though, someone who goes by Aces
begins using anonymous text messages to reveal secrets about the two of
them that turn their lives upside down and threaten every aspect of their
carefully planned futures.

Write Your Review
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On pub day, winners post full
reviews to book retail sites.
Publishers receive in-depth
reporting including
demographic info, and all
review text & links.

Ready to try BookishFirst? Get $500 off your first raffle - just $1,000!
Regular price: $1,500 per raffle - includes email & social promotion to BookishFirst audience.
See discount levels for booking several at once!
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